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125,000 Man Hours Without Injury
Congratulations to Hamilton’s equipment
company as they have reached 125,000 man
hours without an injury. The last MO was
September 29, 2015! The bulk of these hours
are made up between Hamilton’s Springfield,
Oregon and Olympia, Washington yards. We
cannot forget the countless hours spent on the jobsites in
every division of Hamilton, from Alaska to Colorado and
everything in between. Our tasks not only include loading/
unloading trucks and equipment, but we also spend a lot of
time traveling and delivering materials to jobsites that are not
familiar to us and are in various stages of construction with
various levels of hazards we don’t see on a daily basis. We
also have a great team of mechanics who travel extensively,
who are often working alone making repairs and servicing
our equipment. They also support the railroad change-outs,
again often in unfamiliar surroundings with unfamiliar
hazards. In addition, we all are required to react to ever
changing circumstances throughout the day that impact our
plans, forcing us to make changes several times with little or
no notice.
We take a lot of pride in our safety culture and credit our
success to several things. Basically it all boils down to
communication, being diligent with our daily huddles, tool
box talks, JHAs, and following through with the safety
protocol set for us by Hamilton’s safety department.
Most importantly, we are very proud of our people. We put a
high value on every individual’s wellbeing and recognize our
people are our greatest asset. We would like to thank them
all for their efforts and encourage them to keep up the good
work!
Denver Hylemon
Equipment and Yard Manager

The BNSF Bridge 47.0-58.8 Fallbridge Subdivision project,
located in Skamania County, Washington, is the largest
rail project in Hamilton history with Pat Prescott as project
manager. It includes replacing two bridges. The largest of
the two bridges will involve building a 260-foot-ling steel
truss in Portland, Oregon and transporting it by barge up the
Columbia River and then floating it into place.
With the job underway, Hamilton received this appreciation
from the BNSF project engineer on the BNSF Fallbridge
Subdivision:
"I don’t want to lose sight of the successful pour we
had at bridge 58.8. Performing work over live railroad
track is extremely rare, but thanks to solid planning and
communication by all, we got it done safely, without
impacting train traﬃc."
Great job Pat and crew!

Springﬁeld, Oregon yard (left to right): Steve Smith, Mark Kombol, and
Carl Anderson holding their celebratory gifts – a Duluth Trading Company
bag with the Hamilton logo.

Olympia, Washington yard (left to right): Tim Chamberlain, Seth Haskins,
and Josh Johnson
Not shown: Dan Branson, Chris Dickson, Willie Johnson, Brian Martel,
Allen Tobin, Kevin Wanke, and Gabe Zavala
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2015 - 2018
Broadway Bridge Repair
Portland, Oregon

Award-Winner!
Each year JLT Build America honors the nation’s most
impressive construction projects across building, highway
and transportation, utility infrastructure, and federal and
heavy divisions. Another premiere awards program is the
regional DJC TopProjects that honors the best building and
construction projects in Oregon and southwest Washington.
Hamilton’s Broadway Bridge Repair project was nominated
for both award programs and won the 2019 JLT Build
America Award in the construction management civil
category and received the 2nd Place 2019 DJC TopProjects
Award in the transportation category.
The Broadway Bridge Repair Project:

There were only five Rall wheel bascule bridges ever built
in this country and each was uniquely different. When the
Broadway Bridge was built over 100 years ago, the as-built
notes showed the engineer’s intent was to switch out the Rall

wheels after 40-50 years. This never happened because no
one had been able to figure out how to switch them out, and
there was no historical data left from the original engineer on
this bridge.
The scope of the project included replacing a total of four
Rall wheels, weighing 88,000 lbs. each, four trunnion
shafts weighing 7,500 lbs. each, and four sets of tracks,
each weighing approximately 38,000 lbs. Keep in mind
that replacing these items also meant manufacturing the
replacement parts. Just imagine lathing a 88,000 lb. wheel.
The delivery method for this project was CM/GC
(Construction Manager / General Contractor). What's unique
about this process is the project owner (Multnomah County)
hires a contractor to collaborate with the owner and designer
during the design phase, before construction begins. This
also benefits project delivery by leveraging the contractor’s
knowledge of construction to maximize innovation, resulting
in an economical and constructible solution. Even so,

Manufacturing the replacement parts:
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unforeseen challenges lay ahead in the construction phase.
Unforeseen Challenges:

Marine Closures: Construction work was required to take
place during periods where shipping traffic was not active
on the river. The owner (Multnomah County) estimated four
marine closures were necessary to complete the full scope of
the project and Hamilton anticipated switching one wheel at
a time within each one of four closures. Each marine closure
takes months to procure and these four were in place for the
construction start date.
Unfortunately, our team was met with a seven month project
delay due to contract issues and engineering delays. This
resulted in missing the first two marine closures. Procuring
two marine closures to replace the lost two was not an option.
Hamilton’s new plan was to accelerate the construction
schedule by switching out two wheels in each of the two
remaining marine closures. This was considered to be a
tremendous feat.
Before the owner received approval on the new plan from
the Coast Guard, more time passed and with it came the loss
of another marine closure, leaving only one marine closure.
At this point, some viewed this as an impossibility, but
not Hamilton. Within the duration of one marine closure,
Hamilton’s crew switched out the first two wheels in only 20
days. Multnomah county then approached Project Manager
Evan Stuart and requested he switch out the other two in the
10 days remaining in the marine closure. Hamilton's crews
successfully completed the switch out of all four in a total of
30 days, within just one marine closure!
Jacking the Structure Weighing over 5-1/2 Million Pounds:
The unique design of the structure provided only one point
in which the structure could bear the heavy load while being
jacked. That load-bearing point was the exact point that was
to be replaced.
Our team's innovative solution was to support the structure
from one side of the shaft. This allowed the other side to

be worked on. The existing gusset had to be reinforced to
bear double the load. Several analyses were conducted to
determine how much reinforcement was needed and how
much deflection (twisting) would occur.
Freeing the Shafts: The NW trunnion shaft was seized
in the collars due to damage incurred during the original
construction. Hamilton’s innovative solution required
freezing the inside of the 7,000 lb. shaft with liquid nitrogen
and heating the collar simultaneously. Hamilton then built a
300 ton gear puller to remove the trunnion.
This project is yet another testament to our outstanding
people – the best in the industry. Despite harsh weather,
unforeseen conditions, and delays outside of our control
we rallied to do what many thought was impossible.
Congratulations, and thanks to everyone who worked on this
once in a lifetime project!
[More project photos on the following page.]

Jacking the bridge
Spring 2019
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Newest Additions to the Hamilton Project List
Paciﬁc Northwest / West

SR 153 - Methow/Carlton, Washington

Swinging Bridge - Cottage Grove,
Oregon

Yellowstone National Park, East Entrance - Wyoming

Mountain West

Various locations on I-70, I-76, I-270
- Denver/Commerce City, Colorado

Ridgeway Parkway Bridge and Roadway - Lone Tree,
Colorado

US 24 - Manitou Springs, Colorado

Alaska

Rail Division

Tudor Road Overcrossing Emergency Repair, Anchorage

Rincon Gulch at Roaring Camp RR
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American Concrete Company (ACC)
ACC wrapped up their busiest year ever in 2018 and is
getting booked up for 2019. They are looking to hire
laborer/operator positions in their offices in Canby and
Coburg (Oregon), as well as in Olympia (Washington). Help
us get the word out to those that have their CDL, or want to
get their CDL with ACC’s help. Visit their website for more
information: http://americanconco.com/join-our-team

ACC is a subsidiary of Hamilton Construction Co.,
performing the highest level of sawing and demolition
services throughout the states.

Bridge Access Specialties (BAS)
BAS is a partnering company with specialized equipment
and highly trained operators that provide the safest and
most productive access possible for bridge inspections or
maintenance.

Working at the Outer Banks of North Carolina.

Working in the Grand Canyon
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SAFETY

HAMILTON PEOPLE
Anniversaries
January through April, 2019 (Number of Years)

Hammy Awards
January through April, 2019
Recipients of the Hammy Award have been selected for going
above and beyond what is required and putting “SEE IT, SAY
IT, FIX IT!” into action.
January
Frank Martin and Mike Fisk created a Jig to be used when
splicing a battered H pile. Safety feature; the Jig is bolted to
the battered H pile and will help guide the crane operator for
placement. This will eliminate the hazards of the crew members trying to guide the H pile placement on a battered pile.
This Jig can be used at all work sites.
February
James Cantrall noticed a CU Boulder Police vehicle beginning to drive up a pedestrian bridge. The bridge had multiple
pedestrians on it. James alerted the officer that the bridge was
not rated for vehicles and vehicles are not allowed on the
bridge for safety reasons.
March
Bobby Parker used judgment, instinct, and knowledge of
the rail system to avert a dangerous situation for himself and
many other people onsite. Bobby was given permission to
foul the tracks and walk across a rail trestle by a flagman.
Bobby recognized that there was a train on the tracks and
after asking two more times decided that he should wait to
proceed. Had he blindly trusted, everyone near or below the
tracks could have been in danger.
April
McKade Holm observed a co-worker using a demo saw to
cut rebar without wearing a face shield. McKade stopped the
employee, explained the importance of using the proper PPE,
and then gave the employee a face shield. Sight is something
you don’t get back once it’s gone.

BENEFITS & DISCOUNTS
Too sick to go to the doctor’s ofﬁce?
Sign up with Teladoc and see a doctor from the convenience
of your own home. The co-pay is only $10. Visit www.
teladoc.com.

BRAD
DAVE
WILLIAM
JAIME
BRYAN
WENDELL
ERIC
CON
SHAWN
RICHARD
MICHAEL
JOE
PETE
PEDER
RICHARD
ANDRES
RANDY
JEFFREY
BOBBY
JASON
JORDAN
KYLE
JORGE
CHRIS
DANIEL
RORY
JAN
PHILLIP

SULLIVAN . .
WEDDLE . . .
OREM . . . .
AMARAL . . .
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SNOOK . . . .
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41
28
26
25
24
24
23
20
17
15
15
14
14
13
12
12
10
.9
.7
.7
.6
.6
.5
.4
.4
.4
.4
.4

KATHLEEN
AUSTIN
HEIDI
SUSANNAH
JAMES
NANCY
MELISSA
CLEVE
PHILIP
NATALIE
SETH
VANESSA
GABRIEL
IAN
ZACHARY
LISA
KAYLYNN
JEFFREY
NIKKIE
KEVIN
GREGORIO
TIM
ANTONIO
COLIN
JUAN
ALLEN
DAVID

WILCOX . . . . . . 4
WILLIAMS . . . . . 4
WILSON . . . . . . 4
BARNES . . . . . . 3
ELLINGSEN . . . . 3
MICHAEL . . . . . . 3
SHIELDS . . . . . . 3
CLARK . . . . . . . 2
CROSS . . . . . . . 2
HAMPTON . . . . . 2
HASKINS . . . . . . 2
SANCHEZ . . . . . 2
ZAVALA. . . . . . . 2
ANDERSON . . . . 1
BECKWITH . . . . . 1
BELLINGER . . . . 1
CHRISMAN. . . . . 1
CORYELL. . . . . . 1
GRISSOM . . . . . 1
HUMPHRY . . . . . 1
MUNOZ DUARTE . 1
MURPHY . . . . . . 1
OLIVAS . . . . . . 1
QUINN . . . . . . . 1
ROJAS-ARREDONDO 1
TOBIN . . . . . . . 1
VASQUEZ . . . . . 1

Hamilton New Employee Highlight
Welcome Erica
Cunningham, the new
oﬃce manager and
project administrator in
Hamilton's Mountain West,
Colorado oﬃce.
"Hamilton is the most
ethical, caring and safety
conscious company that
I have ever worked for. I
love working with all of my
Hamilton family." - Erica

The Newest Member
of the Hamilton Family

CDL TRAINING

Have you thought of getting your CDL
(commercial driver's license)?
Hamilton is looking to train you on the job. You will receive
wages while you train. Call Jack Bunch for details:
541-746-0352.

The Standeford family, Everett, April 26th
(baby boy)

Hamilton Construction Co. is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Spring 2019
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2213 S “F” Street
P.O. Box 659
Springﬁeld, Oregon 97477

PARTNERS MESSAGE
It’s summertime! Baseball, BBQ’s,
weekend camping trips, family picnics,
and road trips. Does it get any better
than that? Six months into 2019 with
only another six months left in this
decade, 2019 has been busy for our
crews. Crews will continue to be busy
as our estimating department expects
a tidal wave of work in the next nine
months. They will be estimating close
to $1 billion dollars’ worth of projects. A
large portion of this work will be some
form of alternative delivery. This bodes
well for Hamilton as we are pursuing
more alternative delivery projects
than ever before. Owners are wanting
projects delivered faster and cheaper.
Some examples of alternative delivery
projects Hamilton currently has are:
• 2 Design-Build projects in Washington
• 2 CM/GC projects in Alaska
• 1 CM/GC for BNSF
• 1 Progressive Design-Build for
City of Bend, Oregon
• 1 Design-Build for City of Cottage
Grove, Oregon
One may ask what allows us to be so
diverse in our procurement methods.
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The answer is simple: our people. It
is all of you who allow Hamilton to
build our resumes to be successful on
these types of project pursuits. Owners
“grade us” and compare us to other
contractors. Past jobs come into play
as they look at how fast we completed
a job: was it completed on time, did
it impact the traveling public, and did
we build it safely. They also look at
awards that our projects receive, such
as the Broadway Bridge Project, which
just won two prestigious awards. Other
regional contractors are taking notice
and reaching out to us to team up with
them in pursing larger scale projects.
Our Colorado office is pursuing a
design-build southwest of Denver,
our Washington office is pursuing a
design-build southeast of Yakima, our
Rail Division is pursuing a project in
Northern Idaho, and here in Oregon, we
are teamed up with a larger contractor in
pursuit of the $500 million Rose Quarter
project in Portland, Oregon. Owners
also see that we can build smart, fast,
and more importantly, safely. In the
market today, all of those are a desirable
characteristic to bring to the table.

So as we are all out enjoying summer
and taking road trips on the weekend,
it wouldn’t be surprising if you saw a
BAS truck coming back from North
Carolina or heading to Nebraska via
San Diego after a quick job in Seattle.
You might even pass by an American
Concrete Cutting truck on I-5 in
Ashland, Portland, or Seattle, doing saw
cutting or texturing out of their Canby,
Olympia, or Coburg offices. And, if
you are heading to Yellowstone for a
vacation, yes, Hamilton is there too,
working on the Pelican Creek Bridge
near the famous Fishing Bridge.
Summer is a great time of year. We work
hard and play harder. Just remember to
have a little fun in the process. Thank
you for allowing us to go to all of these
spectacular
places and
do our part
in building
America.
Have a safe
summer.
- Jeff Firth
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